(1) When he did not know he was nervous and heard the hue and cry at midnight what to do

The Proper sequence should be:

[A] RQPS
[B] QSPR
[C] SQPR
[D] PQRS

Answer: [A]

(2) Then it struck me of course suitable it was how eminently

The Proper sequence should be:

[A] SPQR
[B] QSRP
[C] PSRQ
[D] QPSR

Answer: [C]

(3) It has been established that Einstein was although a great scientist weak in arithmetic right from his school days

The Proper sequence should be:

[A] SRPQ
[B] QPRS
[C] QPRS
[D] RQPS

Answer: [B]

(4) I read an advertisement that said posh, air-conditioned gentleman of taste are available for fully furnished rooms

The Proper sequence should be:

[A] PQRS
[B] PSRQ
[C] PSQR
[D] SRPQ

Answer: [B]
(5) Since the beginning of history
P: have managed to catch
Q: the Eskimos and Red Indians
R: by a very difficulty method
S: a few specimens of this aquatic animal
The Proper sequence should be:
[A] QRPS
[B] SQPR
[C] SQRP
[D] QPSR
Answer: [D]

(6) They felt safer
P: to watch the mountain
Q: of more than five miles
R: as they settled down
S: from a distance
The Proper sequence should be:
[A] RPSQ
[B] RSQP
[C] PQSR
[D] PRSQ
Answer: [A]

(7) The grocer
P: did not listen to the protests of customer
Q: who was in the habit of weighing less
R: whom he had cheated
S: with great audacity
The Proper sequence should be:
[A] PRSQ
[B] QSPR
[C] QPRS
[D] QPSR
Answer: [C]

(8) Nita ordered her servant to bring her cup of tea.
[A] Nita told her servant, "Bring a cup of tea."
[B] Nita said, "Bring me a cup of tea."
[C] Nita said to her servant, "Bring me a cup of tea."
[D] Nita told her servant, "Bring her that cup of tea."
Answer: [C]
(9) He exclaimed with joy that India had won the Sahara Cup.

[A] He said, "India has won the Sahara Cup"
[B] He said, "India won the Sahara Cup"
[C] He said, "How! India will win the Sahara Cup"
[D] He said, "Hurrah! India has won the Sahara Cup"

Answer: [D]

(10) Find out that word, the spelling of which is WRONG.

[A] Approach
[B] Compartment
[C] Restaurant
[D] Municipality
[E] All correct

Answer: [E]

(11) Find out that word, the spelling of which is WRONG.

[A] Choclate
[B] Woolen
[C] Parliament
[D] Biscuit
[E] All correct

Answer: [A]

Explanation: Chocolate

(12) Find out that word, the spelling of which is WRONG.

[A] Numerous
[B] Nucleus
[C] Nuisence
[D] Numismatics
[E] All correct

Answer: [C]

Explanation: Nuisance

(13) Find out that word, the spelling of which is WRONG.

[A] Deploy
[B] Empty
[C] Supply
[D] Reply
(14) Find out that word, the spelling of which is WRONG.

[A] Grammer
[B] Hammer
[C] Manner
[D] Stammer
[E] All correct

Answer: [A]

Explanation: Grammar

(15) Find out that word, the spelling of which is WRONG.

[A] Narrator
[B] Overseer
[C] Pretence
[D] Licence
[E] All correct

Answer: [E]

(16) Find out that word, the spelling of which is WRONG.

[A] Irritate
[B] Turmoil
[C] Ignorent
[D] Terrible
[E] All correct

Answer: [C]

Explanation: Ignorant

(17) Find out that word, the spelling of which is WRONG.

[A] Burglar
[B] Designation
[C] Controversy
[D] Ratificasion
[E] All correct

Answer: [D]

Explanation: Ratification
(18) Find out that word, the spelling of which is WRONG.
[A] Leisure
[B] Nuisance
[C] Opinion
[D] Mystery
[E] All correct

Answer: [C]
Explanation: Opinion

(19) Find out that word, the spelling of which is WRONG.
[A] Intellectual
[B] Opportunity
[C] Efficiency
[D] Responsibility
[E] All correct

Answer: [E]

(20) To issue a thunderous verbal attack
[A] Languish
[B] Animate
[C] Fulminate
[D] Invigorate

Answer: [C]